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Improving precision of program analysis in the
2LS framework
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Abstract
The goal of this work is to propose a way to improve precision of program analysis in the 2LS
framework, based on its existing concepts, mainly template-based synthesis of invariants. 2LS
is a program analysis framework for C programs, which relies on the use of an SMT solver for
automatic invariant inference. One of the techniques of 2LS’ main algorithm is abstract interpretation,
which is used for invariant inference and thanks to its over-approximations, makes the computation
of invariants easier. The proposed solution analyses the computed invariants, and identifies the
parts of the invariant that cause an undecidability of the verification. Using the obtained information,
the designed method is able to identify the variables of the original program, which determine
whether a verification is successful. The solution can be used to locate unbounded or imprecise
variables inside loops of the original program, that might be the cause of program errors. Also the
output of the designed method can be used in further analyses, now focused on further constraining
or refining the values of imprecise variables.
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1. Introduction

Most non-expert users tend to use specifically focused
software verification tools rather for debugging, than
to formally prove correctness. Users who need abso-
lute verification invest in customizing a tool that is
more suited to their product. For this reason there is
a need for a general tool, that would make the debug-
ging process easier and more convenient. The aim
of 2LS is to offer a free wide range tool for proving
various classes of program properties even for non-
expert use. The verification process of 2LS is based

on computing invariants of loops and of functions of
the source program by utilizing an SMT solver. These
invariants are used to reason about various program
properties.

When analysing complex programs, verifiers of-
ten cannot decide whether the programs are correct.
For 2LS, this undecidability is usually caused by im-
precise parts of computed invariants. Such computed
invariants might be even tens of lines long and are not
very readable, since they consist of symbolic variables
instead of the original program variables.

We propose a solution in the 2LS framework, to
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identify parts of the verified programs that cause prob-
lems to the verifier. By identifying imprecise parts of
the computed invariants, it is possible to map the sym-
bolic variables back to the original program. Then, the
user can refine values of problematic variables (e.g.,
using special “assume” constructions) in the analysed
program, which can help the verification to succeed.
At the same time, this may help the developers of the
2LS framework with debugging when e.g. adding new
features.

There are many different literature approaches to
inferring invariants, many of which are not efficient
enough e.g., to infer strong loop invariants. Because
of 2LS’ template-based approach to computing invari-
ants, it is not only efficient in producing all kinds of
invariants but also allows us to design a viable solution
for our problem.

Implementation of our solution in the 2LS frame-
work requires a specifically designed algorithm to
work with its computational approach of using var-
ious classes of templates and with its representations
of analysed programs. The designed solution is de-
scribed in Section 4.

The described solution was implemented in 2LS
and currently supports the template polyhedra domain,
specifically the abstract interval domain and the heap
domain. It is able to identify and locate imprecise
variables inside loop invariants, their line of definition,
and the loops in which the imprecision is caused. Im-
plementation details and examples of verification of
sample C programs with our extension are presented
in Section 5.

2. Program Analysis in 2LS

2LS is a static analysis and verification tool, built upon
the CPROVER framework [1], for analyzing sequential
C programs. 2LS is currently maintained by Peter
Schrammel and the company Diffblue Ltd [2] and is
currently able to verify pointer safety, user-specified
assertions, and termination properties [3]

The core algorithm of 2LS, called kIkI, combines
bounded model checking, k-induction and abstract in-
terpretation techniques into a single efficient frame-
work [4]. The main task of abstract interpretation in
2LS is to compute so-called inductive invariants using
templates (described in Section 2.3) in various abstract
domains. Because we want to analyse the computed
invariants, we will work only with the abstract inter-
pretation part.

2.1 Abstract Interpretation
Abstract interpretation is a static analysis technique
used to approximate the concrete program semantics
using abstract semantics. To prove certain program
property only, it is sufficient to approximate the pro-
gram states using elements of a simpler abstract do-
main.

Abstract domain Q consists of abstract values,
each value represents a set of concrete values or pro-
gram states from the concrete domain P. An abstract
interpretation I of a program with the instruction set
Instr is a tuple [5]:

I = (Q,◦,v,>,⊥,τ) (1)

• Q is the abstract domain (domain of abstract
contexts)
• > ∈ Q is the supremum of Q,
• ⊥ ∈ Q is the infimum of Q,
• ◦ : Q×Q→Q is the join operator for accumula-

tion of abstract contexts, (Q,◦,>) is a complete
semilattice,
• (v)⊆ Q×Q is an ordering defined as xv y⇔

x◦ y = y in (Q,◦,>),
• τ : Instr×Q→Q defines the abstract transform-

ers for particular instructions.

For abstract interpretation to be sound, an abstract
value must describe at least all reachable concrete
states in a given program location. This can be guar-
anteed using Galois connection between concrete and
abstract domains [6]. Since the analysis approach of
2LS is to compute inductive invariants, each invariant
is computed in a chosen abstract domain.

2.2 Verification using Inductive Invariants
As formalism to describe the analysed programs and
reason about their properties, symbolic transition sys-
tems is used. A program state describes a logical
interpretation of logic variables, which correspond to
each program variable and the program counter. We
can describe states in sets as the models of the formu-
lae. Given a vector of variables x, we can describe the
initial variable states as a predicate Init(x). A transi-
tion relation between such states is described using
a formula Trans(x,x′), where x is the current program
state and x′ is the next program state. The least fixed-
point of the transition relation characterises the set of
reachable states starting from the initial states Init(x).
An inductive invariant Inv is then a predicate that has
the following property:

∀x0,x1.(Inv(x0)∧Trans(x0,x1) =⇒ Inv(x1)). (2)



An inductive invariant describes a fixed-point of the
transition relation, but not necessarily the least one.
From an inductive invariant we are able to find loop
invariants and function summaries by projecting it on
to a subset of variables x.

Proving system safety can be seen seen as com-
puting an inductive invariant (i.e. the set of reachable
states) and checking that it is disjoint from the set of
error states, denoted by the predicate Err(x). Using
existential second order quantification this can be for-
malised as [7]:

∃2Inv.∀x0,x1.(Init(x0)⇒ Inv(x0))∧ (3)

(Inv(x0)∧Trans(x0,x1)⇒ Inv(x1))∧
(Inv(x0)⇒¬Err(x0))

2.3 Template-based synthesis of invariants
For the formula 3 to be solved by iterative application
of a first-order solver, the form of inductive invariant
Inv is restricted to T (x,δ ), where T is known as
template. Template is a fixed expression over program
variables x and its parameters δ . Using templates,
the second-order search for an invariant is turned into
a first-order search for the template parameters:

∃δ .∀x,x′ .(Init(x)⇒T (x,δ ))∧ (4)

(T (x,δ )∧Trans(x,x′)⇒T (x′,δ ))

This restriction corresponds to the use of abstract do-
main, i.e. a template captures only relevant properties
of the program state space for the analysis [8].

Negating the previous formula removes quantifier
alternation, making it possible to be iteratively checked
using SMT solver for different values of d as candi-
dates for template parameters δ . The second conjunct
of Formula 4 then has the form:

∃x,x′ .¬(T (x,d)∧Trans(x,x′)⇒T (x′,d)) (5)

Constant d corresponds to an abstract value in abstract
interpretation, and represents, i.e. concretises to the
set of all program states x, that satisfy the formula
T (x,d) [7]. An abstract value ⊥ corresponding to
the infimum in abstract domain denotes the empty set
(T (x,⊥)≡ f alse), and the supremum > denotes the
whole state space (T (x,>)≡ true).

The quantifier-free Formula 5 is used for the in-
variant inference, where the value of d is initialized
to ⊥ and the formula is iteratively solved by an SMT
solver. If the formula is unsatisfiable, then an invariant
has been found. If not, then the model of satisfiability
is returned by the solver, representing a counterexam-
ple to the current instance of the template being an

invariant. The value of the template parameter d is
then refined by joining with the obtained model using
the domain-specific join operator [8].

3. Encoding of Source Programs
Being built upon the CPROVER infrastructure, 2LS
uses GOTO programs as internal representation of anal-
ysed programs. These are control flow graphs [4]. In
order for 2LS to able to use an automated SMT solver,
the GOTO programs are translated into an acyclic sin-
gle static assignment form. The SSA is then a formula
representing exactly the strongest post condition of
running the program.

Generally, the SSA form satisfies a property that
each variable is assigned to only once. In 2LS, the SSA
form represents an over-approximation of the loops,
by cutting the loops at the end of the loop body, thus
enabling 2LS to reason about abstractions of a program
with a solver.

unsigned x = 0;

while (x < 10) 
{ 
      x++; 
}

before the loop
x1 = 0 

loop head multiplexer 
xphi2 = guardls4 ? xlb4 : x1 

loop body 
x3 = 1 + xphi2 

end of the loop body 
xlb4 

after the loop

Figure 1. Encoding of the loop in SSA

Figure 1 shows the control flow expressed by SSA.
The over-approximation is expressed by introducing
free variables. Instead of passing a version of the vari-
able x at the end of the loop (x3) to the loop head, a free
“loop-back” variable xlb4 is passed, describing the value
of last assignment to the variable x. At the loop head,
a free Boolean “loop select” variable guardls4 is intro-
duced, to make a non-deterministic choice between
the values coming from before the loop and from the
end of the loop, thus representing a join of the values
coming from before the loop and from the end of the
loop body.

Precision can be improved by constraining the
value of the loop-back variable xlb4 by means of a loop
invariant, which is inferred during the analysis. Any
property in a given abstract domain that holds at the
loop entry (x1) and at the end of the body (x3), can be



also assumed to hold on the feedback variable xlb4 [7].

4. Imprecise Invariant Variables Identifi-
cation and Localization

In this section, we propose a method to identify impre-
cise parts of computed invariants, and using existing
structures in the 2LS framework, we propose an algo-
rithm to map the identified imprecise parts back to the
original program.

Firstly, for each supported abstract domain, that
is the abstract interval domain and the heap domain,
a method has to be devised that would enable us to
identify domain-specific parts of the computed invari-
ant that cause the undecidability of the verification,
whenever the verification result is inconclusive. This
involves determining for each domain its represen-
tative supremum > values and finding the template
variables, that have that value in the given computed
invariant.

After identifying the imprecise variables, which
in essence are SSA variables, what is left, is to use
the GOTO programs representation of the analysed
program to locate the original variables that the SSA
variables correspond to in the source program.

4.1 Imprecise Variable Identification Method
As described in Section 2.3, templates are used to
efficiently compute loop invariants of the analysed
program, which are used to constrain values of the
loop-back variables. Each template domain has a de-
fined template form, describing the program property
that is being analysed. The templates of the domains
we are interested in have a form of a conjunction of
formulae called template rows. Each template row cor-
responds to a single SSA loop-back variable v. The
row has a row parameter, called row abstract value.
That parameter is computed during invariant inference
and represents an abstraction of the value of v.

The loop invariant Inv(xloop) is obtained by pro-
jecting the invariant, here template rows and its corre-
sponding template row values, to a subset of variables
xloop ⊆ x containing the loop back variables. Each tem-
plate row values then are used to constrain the values of
the loop-back variables. For each supported template
domain in 2LS, we are looking for the row value rep-
resentation of the whole domain (the supremum of the
abstract domain) of the set of all x: T (x,>)≡ true.

Template Polyhedra is a class of templates used
for numerical analysis in 2LS. The analysis uses a sys-
tem of linear inequalities to represet numerical values
of variables [6]. The class’ templates have the form
T = (Ax ≤ d), where A is a matrix with fixed coef-

ficients. Subclasses of such templates are Intervals,
Zones (differences) and Octagons. For each rth row of
the template, a constraint is generated by the rth row of
matrix A. In 2LS template expressions — variables x
are bit-vectors representing signed or unsigned inte-
gers, where >, denotes the whole domain of x, and
corresponds to the respective maximum values in the
promoted type [7].

Using the intervals domain, we are looking for
each pair of template rows xi:(

+1
−1

)
xi ≤

(di1
di2

)
(6)

where di1 is the maximum row value of the type xi

at the first row and di2 is the minimum value of the
type xi at the second row.

Heap Domain in 2LS is used by heap analysis for
modelling the shape of the heap, which is the descrip-
tion of the reachable shapes of dynamic data structures.
The heap analysis only assumes two types of memory
objects — statically allocated objects (variables) and
dynamically allocated objects (on the heap), where one
dynamic object corresponds to one allocation site (e.g.
multiple concrete heap objects allocated in a loop).
Since only two types of memory objects describe the
shape of the heap, the template is a conjunction of its
two parts:

• The pointer part p describes the relation be-
tween pointer and its pointed objects. Its row
value specifies either a set of addresses of ob-
jects in the memory or null.
• The object part o describes the shape of dy-

namic data structures on the heap using a set
of reachable dynamic objects from its pointer.
Its row value, leading from the object via its
pointer field, is specified by a destination ob-
ject and a set of (abstract) objects that it passes
through [8].

In both cases, we are looking for the non-deterministic
row value of each template row, which in heap domain
means the > value. This can be caused either because
the p or o is not initialized, therefore its value is un-
known or is initialized but either points to null or its
set of addresses it points to is not terminated by null.

4.2 Localization of Source Variables
Since 2LS is built upon the CPROVER infrastructure,
the only information about the source program is in its
internal representation — GOTO programs. The trans-
lation to SSA form is made upon the GOTO programs,
and because the SSA form is over-approximation of



GOTO programs, it is not possible to use only SSA
variables when referring to source program variables
and lines in source code at which they are defined or
used.

The task is to provide the user with a real feedback
in form of a specification, at which source code lines
which variables are the cause of the imprecise loop
invariant. The way of such “source” information re-
trieval is depends on the type of the loop-back SSA
variables. Generally, original variable name Var is con-
verted to a loop-back SSA variable name —Var#lbN,
where N is the n-th SSA node where its assignment to
occurs. The only exception are the dynamic variables
in the heap domain, since normally dynamically allo-
cated objects on heap are unnamed. Hence heap object
name is defined as:

&dynamic ob ject$i#lbN (7)

where i is the i-th SSA node where the dynamic object
was allocated. Additionally, structured-typed heap
objects’ name is enriched by its field Fld via it points
to its objects and in case of allocation site, by its #y-nth
instantiation, then the name is defined as:

&dynamic ob ject$i#y.Fld#lbN (8)

Using the n-th (static variables) and the i-th (dynamic
variables) occurrence of the SSA node, we can get re-
spectively the line in GOTO program at which the SSA
variable was created (was assigned to in source pro-
gram) and allocated. In case of the loop-back variable
that means we always get the line number after the last
statement (assignment) in the loop, which ultimately
due to its semantics is the line of the loop head.

5. Implementation and Examples

The designed solution in Section 4 was implemented
in 2LS. The implementation of Imprecision Invariant
Identification method is generally available for any
template-based domain in 2LS. Currently the only sup-
ported domains are the abstract interval domain and
the heap domain. In both domains, we are able to
identify imprecise SSA variables and locate the loop
in which this imprecision occurs. Additionally, in case
of the dynamic objects, we are able to also locate their
allocation location in the source code.

Finally, we propose for each supported domain the
algorithm of the designed method from Subsection 4.1
followed by illustrative examples of its use on simple
C programs.

5.1 Abstract Interval Domain
Algorithm 1 shows the designed implementation in
the abstract interval domain. At line 1 template row
values are initialized with values of computed invariant.
Since a pair of template rows (from now on, only rows)
corresponds to the same variable, the first row value
at line 5 is saved. Then at the second row at line 8,
both row values are compared to the maximum row
value (MaxRowVal) and to the minimum row value
(MinRowVal), respectively. The condition being true
indicates the imprecise variable has been found and
its name is then added to the set of variable names
VarNameSet at line 11, which is then returned.

Algorithm 1: Interval domain, Invariant identif.

1 RowValues← DomainValues
2 VarNameSet← /0
3 forall row ∈ TemplateRows do
4 if row is first row then
5 FirstVal← GetRowVal(row,RowValues)
6 else
7 SecndVal← GetRowVal(row,RowValues)
8 if FirstVal = MaxRowVal(row−1) and

SecndVal = MinRowVal(row) then
9 RowExpr← expr of row

10 Name← GetName(NameSet,RowExpr)
11 VarNameSet←VarNameSet ∪{Name}
12 return VarNameSet

5.2 Heap domain
Algorithm 2 shows the implementation in the heap
domain. At line 6, each template row value RowVal
of corresponding template row is checked whether it
is true, which is the > value of the abstract domain.
The row value is set to true whenever the value of the
row object might be non-deterministic. Only if the
template row value at line 6 is true, the name of the
non-deterministic row (SSA variable name) is added
to the set of names VarNameSet at line 8, which is the
product of the algorithm.

Algorithm 2: Heap domain, invariant identif.

1 RowValues← DomainValues
2 VarNameSet← /0
3 forall row ∈ TemplateRows do
4 RowExpr← expr of row
5 RowVal←

RowValues[row].GetRowVal(RowExpr)
6 if RowVal is true then
7 Name← ExprName(NameSet,RowExpr)
8 VarNameSet←VarNameSet ∪{Name}
9 return VarNameSet



5.3 Examples
Below are listed simple examples of C programs, on
which we show the inferred loop invariant in 2LS along
with the output of our implemented method from Sec-
tion 5. The method identifies the original variables that
are the cause of inconclusive verification. Using the
output from our method, we can refine the values of
the imprecise variables using “assume” constructions
in the source program, thus making the verification
successful.

Listing 1 shows operations upon two numerical
variables of different types in a “never-ending” loop.
Using the interval domain, the computed invariant has
a form:

(x≤ 2147483647)∧ (−x≤ 2147483648)∧ (9)

(y≤ 4294967295)∧ (−y≤ 0)

The formula above indicates that both variables are un-
bounded — their values are in the whole value interval
defined by their types.

1 void main() {
2 int x = 0;
3 unsigned y = 0;
4

5 while (x || y < 10) {
6 --x;
7 ++y;
8 x = -y - x;
9 }

10 }

Listing 1. Loop in C, numerical variables

Listing 2 shows the output from our implemented
method in intervals domain. It found both imprecise
SSA loop-back variables and specified the starting line
of the loop in which now corresponding original vari-
ables have imprecise values.

Invariant Imprecision Identification
------------------------------------
Variables:
1: x#lb23
2: y#lb23
------------------------------------
1: Imprecise value of variable "x" at the

end of the loop, that starts at line 5
2: Imprecise value of variable "y" at the

end of the loop, that starts at line 5

Listing 2. Output of running the Listing 1

Listing 3 shows an allocation of a list in a loop (also
known as allocation site, lines 8-11) of user-defined
types and then looping through the elements of the list.
The example shows both dynamic and static variables,
therefore we can use the heap domain to compute loop
invariants. Because the last element of the list in the

loop at line 14 does not point to null, the address of the
next variable elem in the loop is non-deterministic.

1 typedef struct elem {
2 struct elem *next;
3 } *elem_t;
4

5 void main() {
6 elem_t head, elem;
7

8 for (unsigned i = 0; i < 2; i++) {
9 elem = (elem_t) malloc(sizeof(struct

elem));
10 elem->next = head;
11 head = elem;
12 }
13 elem = head;
14 while (elem)
15 elem = elem->next;
16 }

Listing 3. List of dynamically allocated objects

Using the heap domain in 2LS, we can compute loop
invariants for both loops. In this case the invariant is
rather complicated and long, therefore the cut-down
invariant has a form:

(head = ob j#0∨head = ob j#1∨head = ob j#2)∧
(elem = ob j#0∨ elem = ob j#1∨ elem = ob j#2)

(10)

Where ob j is &dynamic ob ject$27, head is the vari-
able in Listing 3 at line 11, elem is the variable at line 9.
Because only these two variables have defined set of
pointed objects, the other loop-back variables in both
loops are non-deterministic. The names of the non-
deterministic loop-back variables can be seen in the
first half of the output shown in Listing 4. The other
half shows the fields of structured dynamic objects
(numbers 1 to 3) through which the non-deterministic
values are accessed, along with the line of allocation
site of these dynamic objects. The last line of output
shows the imprecise static variable elem and the line of
the start of the loop in which its imprecision is caused.

...
Variables:
1: dynamic_object$27#2.next#lb50
2: dynamic_object$27#1.next#lb50
3: dynamic_object$27#0.next#lb50
4: elem#lb55
------------------------------------
1: Imprecise value of "next" field of

dynamic object "dynamic_object$27#2.
next#lb50" allocated at line 9

2: Imprecise value of "next" field of
dynamic object "dynamic_object$27#1.
next#lb50" allocated at line 9

3: Imprecise value of "next" field of
dynamic object "dynamic_object$27#0.
next#lb50" allocated at line 9



4: Imprecise value of variable "elem" at
the end of the loop, that starts at
line 14

Listing 4. Output of running the Listing 3

The information presented from the output of imple-
mented method can be then further used in verification
to refine the variables inside the loop using 2LS’ “as-
sume” function. In case of Listing 1 both variables
x and y can be assumed to hold certain values at the
end of the loop at line 8, thus resulting in successful
verification. In case of Listing 3, the last element in
the list can be assumed to be null at the end of the loop
at line 15, resulting in successful verification of both
the dynamic objects and the static variable elem at the
end of the loop at line 14.

6. Conclusion
Users nowadays use software verification tools rather
for debugging, than to formally prove correctness. 2LS
is a wide range tool, used even by non-experts for prov-
ing various classes of program properties and is able
to verify a large scale of programs. 2LS successfully
participates in the Software Verification Competition
every year and even won a gold medal in one of the
competition’s category.

The verification process of 2LS is based on com-
puting invariants, that are used to reason about various
program properties. Analysis of complex program is
often undecidable. For 2LS that is mainly caused by
imprecise parts of computed invariants and since the
invariants tend to be long and consist of symbolic vari-
ables instead of the original program variables, it is
complicated to identify the problematic parts in the
analysed program.

Hence we proposed a solution to identify parts of
the verified programs by identifying imprecise parts
of computed invariants and mapping them back to the
analysed program. The solution was implemented into
two 2LS abstract domains, namely in the abstract in-
terval domain and in the heap domain. In the enclosed
examples, we have shown that we are able to iden-
tify the exact imprecise variables in the source code
and locate the parts of the program in which these
imprecisions occur.

In the future, we would like to propose integration
of this extension to the 2LS framework. This could
help mainly 2LS developers in their feature develop-
ment process. Also users of 2LS could use this exten-
sion on a daily basis to identify problematic parts of
their programs caused by unrefined values of variables
inside invariants.
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